[Chromatin diminution is a key process explaining the eukaryotic genome size paradox and some mechanisms of genetic isolation].
The functions of redundant (junk, selfish, parasitic, etc.) DNA in eukaryotes can be reliably inferred from chromatin diminution (programmed elimination of up to 94% of the genome from somatic germ cells in Ascaris and Cyclops). These functions should be sought in germ cells, where this DNA is preserved during the entire life time of the species. A possible biological role of redundant DNA as a factor disrupting meiotic chromosome synapsis is suggested. At the same time, chromatin diminution itself can act as a mechanism of postzygotic isolation. All stage of the complex diminution mechanism could not be fixed in the genetic program of the species via gradual accumulation of mutations. The "program" of diminution must have appeared at once and in the completed form.